
“In my role, I have a responsibility across vessels, turbines, and technicians. 

There are multiple teams, often performing highly specialist work and doing 

so in confined spaces. Being able to run all of this from the control room,  

or even remotely from home, is key.”

MIKE YOUNG, OPERATIONS MANAGER, LONDON ARRAY

Planning and delivering 

O&M service work offshore 

is a complex and time-

consuming task. 

Sennen’s set-to-work 

module relieves your 

team of costly and time-

consuming administration 

to focus on delivery 

of effective O&M 

interventions.

Its easy to create robust 

and efficient daily plans 

that reduce downtime and 

maximise productivity and 

availability.

Set-to-work
A powerful and flexible work management tool - 

developed to solve the day-to-day challenges of 

running and maintaining offshore wind farms.

www.sennen.tech

info@sennen.tech

+44 117 287 0161

Book an online 

demo here

Automate collection of work orders

Create real time O&M analytics

Avoid costly errors

Ensure safe and efficient working

Publish and track the live plan 

Build optimal shift plans
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https://www.sennen.tech/book-demo/


Digitise your O&M process to improve 

efficiency and increase safety.

Our clients include:

Features
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+44 117 287 0161

Book an online 

demo here

Tailored and 
integrated
Our technology integrates 

with your existing systems and 

offers bespoke functionality and 

dashboards if required.

Work orders

Plan and prioritise service work for 

maximum impact

Shift Planning

Consolidated daily work plans built 

and checked in minutes

Live Manifest

See each movement and deployment  

of each team as it happens

Operational Control

Ensure safe working in accordance 

with Safe Systems of Work

Qualifications

Hassle free qualification and  

competency records for all technicians

Restrictions

Fast and reliable information on 

current site restrictions 

“Working with Sennen has been very productive, and has permitted rapid development of 

modern, flexible and dynamic control while maintaining excellent safety management.”

GRAHAM DAWS, HEAD OF ASSET MANAGEMENT & OPERATIONS, LONDON ARRAY

https://www.sennen.tech/book-demo/

